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Total Outlook Converter (TOC) is a software to convert Outlook email data into different files. TOC has been
designed with computer users in mind, allowing you to convert Microsoft Outlook email files to a wide
range of formats, namely DOC, PDF, XPS, HTML, XHTML, TEXT, TIFF, JPEG, EML, MBox and vCard. TOC does
not require Outlook to be installed. It enables you to customize conversion options and also has a
sophisticated interface that makes the whole process a breeze. TOC can automatically identify all
supported files in a specific drive. Batch processing is supported, which means that you can convert
multiple Outlook data files at the same time. TOC allows you to preview all emails in HTML, text and
headers format, as well as their sender, receiver, subject and date. TOC provides you with the option to
select, deselect and remove all items. Search for any type of item (inbox, drafts, sent items, deleted items,
etc.) and track it down with the advanced search feature. TOC contains a flexible "customize options"
section where you can indicate the output directory, select the fields to export (sender, sender IP, date,
etc.), preserve or skip attachments, apply a customizable internal CSS scheme to the document's
appearance, as well as decide the paper size and margins. Total Outlook Converter allows you to choose
the output format (HTML, text, etc.), select the fields to export (sender, receiver, subject, date), specify the
custom CSS of the documents, preserve or skip attachments, decide the paper size and margins, and save
the conversion settings in a file (BAT) which can be used later. Total Outlook Converter also provides you
with an evaluation mode where you can evaluate the current conversion settings and easily change them
before the conversion. The menu and toolbar sections are quite intuitive and simple to use. Total Outlook
Converter is compatible with most email accounts - all emails in the INBOX, Sent Items, Deleted Items,
Drafts, Junk and Filed Items folders. Total Outlook Converter can convert a large number of emails in a
short period of time, saving you valuable time and making email conversions easier. Total Outlook
Converter is licensed to use for non-commercial use only. Total Outlook Converter Requirements: Windows
NT/2000/XP/2003/2003/Vista/2008/7/8/8.1 32/64
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Total Outlook Converter is an advanced software application designed to help you convert Microsoft
Outlook email files to a wide range of formats, namely DOC, PDF, XPS, HTML, XHTML, TEXT, TIFF, JPEG,
EML, MBox and vCard. It enables you to customize conversion options and doesn't need Outlook installed.
Automatically find Outlook emails After a fast and uneventful setup operation, you are welcomed by a user-
friendly interface, represented by a large window with a familiar structure, where you can get started by
opening Outlook data files with the PST or OST format. Alternatively, the program can be asked to
automatically identify all supported files in a specific drive. Batch processing is supported, which means
that you can convert multiple email files at the same time. Browse an email directory tree Browsing a
directory tree enables you to navigate Outlook inbox, drafts, sent, deleted, items and search folders. You
can also preview and open a particular message in HTML, text and header format along with the sender,
receiver, subject and date of this email. Buttons for selecting and deselecting all items are available.
Customize email conversion settings You can customize the application's configuration to include Outlook
email accounts with and without the wizard, desired email fields, preservation and skipping of
attachments, paper format, margins and page size. You can also ask for a command file (BAT) with the
current configuration, as well as let the program use the system print service. Total Outlook Converter
review: Total Outlook Converter is an advanced utility that enables you to convert Outlook email to a lot of
formats, among them DOC, EML, PDF, XPS, HTML, XHTML, TEXT, TIFF, JPEG, MBox and vCard. The goal of
the program is to let you examine and process Outlook email easily, make it more user-friendly and open it
as desired. What's more, you can save a configuration file with your conversion settings, so you don't have
to bother re-configuring them later. The software works instantly on your computer, doesn't require
Outlook to be installed and is available as a free download. We appreciated the fact that the application
gave a familiar interface to Total Outlook Converter system, which allowed for a fast and easy setup. The
interface is a bit primitive, but it works properly and can be adapted to a user's needs. It lets you open an
Outlook data file, selects the email items, and offers a whole range of b7e8fdf5c8
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Do you often receive email messages in a different format than the one sent to you? Total Outlook
Converter helps you to convert it by letting you transfer the specific email to a file in other formats, such
as DOC, PDF, XPS, Text, HTML, TIFF, JPEG, EML, vCard and MBox. It can create a command file to record
conversion settings, which will assist in managing the conversion easily. The software provides several
options to import or export different types of Outlook emails and attachments. For example, you may
choose the email message to convert and have the option to select specific emails. After the conversion is
done, you can preview and save as any standard file format. With these options, you will not be limited to
only the.pst files that are provided in your Outlook programs. The support of cross platform is also a big
plus for Total Outlook Converter. Software Overview: Total Outlook Converter is an advanced software
application designed to help you convert Microsoft Outlook email files to a wide range of formats, namely
DOC, PDF, XPS, HTML, XHTML, TEXT, TIFF, JPEG, EML, MBox and vCard. It enables you to customize
conversion options and doesn't need Outlook installed. Automatically find Outlook emails After a fast and
uneventful setup operation, you are welcomed by a user-friendly interface, represented by a large window
with a familiar structure, where you can get started by opening Outlook data files with the PST or OST
format. Alternatively, the program can be asked to automatically identify all supported files in a specific
drive. Batch processing is supported, which means that you can convert multiple email files at the same
time. Explore email accounts and preview messages Once an email is loaded into Total Outlook Converter,
you can browse a directory tree with all types of files from the email account, including inbox, drafts,
outbox, sent or deleted items, and the search root. The app lets you preview all emails in HTML, text and
headers format, along with their sender, receiver, subject, and date. You can use a basic search function to
track down a particular message, as well as pick the exact emails you want to include in the conversion
procedure. Buttons for selecting and deselecting all items are available. Customize email conversion
settings After choosing a preferred output format, you can tinker with several options. For instance, you
can indicate the output directory, select the fields to export (e.

What's New in the?

Total Outlook Converter is the professional software for Outlook conversion, helping you to convert emails
from Microsoft Outlook to the widely used formats like DOC, PDF, XPS, HTML, XHTML, TXT, MBox, EML,
vCard and so on. With this reliable program, you can convert multiple emails at the same time. It also
provides customizable options to let you change many conversion details. Save emails in different formats
Total Outlook Converter allows you to convert all emails from an Outlook format to the following widely-
used formats, including: - MS Word: DOC, RTF, HTML, XHTML, TXT, PPT - MS Excel: CSV, XLS - PDF: PDF, PS
- XPS: XPS - BMP: JPG, BMP - JPEG: JPG, JPEG - GIF: JPG, GIF - PNG: JPG, PNG You can also convert files with
the OST format to the PST format, and vice versa. When converting, you can decide which items to include
or exclude from the conversion, as well as determine formatting details. Keep track of emails Total Outlook
Converter lets you preview each item one at a time. You can choose from the available options and format.
Search email messages with ease Total Outlook Converter supports the basic search function. With it, you
can track down the specific email you need to convert. Automatically sort emails To convert multiple
messages at one time, Total Outlook Converter enables you to create an order in which Outlook items will
be processed. You can order your emails by sender, receiver, date, subject and so on. Translate emails to
other languages The program supports Language-to-Language translation. That means the German words
and phrases, where there are some in the English version, can be translated into the English words and
phrases. This feature helps to preserve emails so they are easier to read in the target language. Write a
batch file or get a one-click conversion You can choose which data items to include in the conversion. You
can also create a file with the current conversion parameters. Advanced report functions Total Outlook
Converter gives you the ability to set up a complicated report in the following formats: HTML, TXT, Excel,
CSV, PPT, PDF, XPS, JPG, JPG and GIF. Total Outlook Converter Features: PST to MS Word 1. Convert
individual items from the
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Specifications: Some of the content may have changed since the game was submitted to Steam. Approx.
90 Hours 2 Hours of Gameplay per Story Mode In-Game Quests 4 Male Or Female Characters Additional
Quests Fight Another Old Man Battle in Macau! Battle for Reim Defeat the Demoness! The Final Battle!!
Giftable Content Buy the full version of the game, the entire
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